
Tribute Plus
Sustainable Herbicide Solutions 

with total droplet control



Why should I use Tribute Plus?

Will not harm grass when applied at recommended rates

- selective action

Versatile

- use on all amenity turf areas to control a wide range of annual and 
perennial broad-leaved weeds

Highly effective

- controls difficult weeds such as yarrow and ragwort at low 
application rates

Safer for operators

- ready to use pack means no mixing or measuring, eliminating the 
risk of spillages and operator exposure

Reduced environmental impact

- targeted application with virtually no spray drift or droplet bounce

Safer for bystanders

- Nomix Total Droplet Control (TDC) low volume formulation and 
no breathable droplets

Where can I use Tribute Plus?
Tribute Plus is a selective TDC herbicide, used to control broad-leaved weeds in all 
amenity turf situations, including sports grounds, playing fields and parks.  

The unique formulation of Tribute Plus ensures effective control of even difficult and 
deep-rooted weeds such as dandelions, yarrow, plantains and ragwort.

Golf courses Bowling greens Playing fields Parks Sports grounds



How does 
Tribute Plus work?
Tribute Plus combines the selective and 
systemic actions of MCPA, Mecoprop-p 
and Dicamba.  The unique TDC 
formulation is quickly absorbed by the 
leaves and translocated to the roots of 
the weed, ensuring fast, effective control, 
without harming grasses.

How do I apply 
Tribute Plus?
Tribute Plus is a pre-mixed herbicide 
for use with the Nomix range of TDC 
applicators .

Tribute Plus is quick and easy to apply. 
Simply shake the pack, connect it to the 
applicator, calibrate and you are ready to 
start spraying.

Apply Tribute Plus from April to 
September, when the grass and weeds 
are actively growing.  

Droplet  
sticks to  
the leaf

Droplet 
spreads

Selective 
herbicide 
penetrates

Common weeds, including 
white clover, plantains, daisy, 
creeping buttercup and 
thistles

6 litres/ha

Difficult weeds, including 
yarrow, parsley piert, 
cinquefoil, trefoils, selfheal, 
pearlwort, sorrel, black 
meddick, dandelion and 
bulbous buttercup

8 litres/ha
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Tribute Plus contains 252 g/l MCPA (as sodium and potassium salts), 18 g/l dicamba (as the sodium 
salt) and 42 g/l mecoprop-p (as the potassium salt).

For full information on applications, weed spectrum, rates and equipment refer to the product label.

ALWAYS READ THE LABEL 

USE PESTICIDES SAFELY


